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IN  THE  COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR,TEZPUR 

Present: -     Md. Darak Ullah, A.J.S. 
  Additional Sessions Judge, 
  Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
Committing Officer : Smti P. Shyam, 
      Judicial Magistrate,1st Class, 
      Tezpur, Sonitpur. 
 

 Case No. Sessions 44 of 2013 
(Arising out of G.R. Case No.941 of 06 

               U/s.143/448/365/302 of IPC 

State 

 -Vs-` 
1. Sri  Ram Nath Dey 
2. Sri Babla Kurmi 
3. Sri Ratan Das 
4. Sri Bhaba Karmakar 
5. Sri Joyram Kujur 
6. Sri Chhabilal Mahanta 

 

Advocates appeared:- 

 For the State  :    Sri A. Barua, Ld. Addl. P.P. 

For the accused :    Sri J.K. Baishya and Sri J.K. Dam, Ld. Advocate. 

Date of evidence :    19-12-13,19-5-14,11-9-14,6-1-15,2-3-15,23-11-15, 
            31-8-17.           

Date of argument :    10-11-2017. 

-Date of Judgment :    23-11-2017. 

 

JUDGEMENT  

1.                         Brief history of the prosecution case is that on 29-6-06 

at about 9 a.m. accused Babla Kurmi, Ratan Das,Bhaba Karmakar, 

Joyram Karmakar and Mohan Mahanta forcefully had taken Tribin Gaur, 

the nephew of the informant, from his house and also assaulted him 

causing grievous injuries to his person. On 30-6-06 at about 7 a.m. said 

Tribin Gaur died.  
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2.                   An FIR to that effect was filed by the informant 

Shyamnath Gaur  before Rakshasmari OP under Dhekiajuli PS and 

accordingly Rakshasmari OP GDE No.402 dated 30-6-06 was made 

forwarded the FIR to the O/C, Dhekiajuli PS for registering a case. 

Accordingly, the O/C, Dhekiajuli  PS registered the same as Dhekiajuli 

P.S. case no. 175/06  U/s  143/448/365/325/302 of IPC. 

3.                  After investigation, the investigating agency has submitted 

charge-sheet against the accused persons namely Ram Nath Dey, Babla 

Kurmi, Ratan Das, Bhaba Karmakar, Joy Ram Kujur, Mohan Mahanta 

and Sabilal Mahanta  U/s. 143/448/365/302 of  IPC.  

4.         During trial, the Ld. Committal Court, on the basis of report 

on the PA,  has filed the case against accused Mohan Mahanta vide 

order dated 19-2-13 and the case proceeded against the present 

accused persons namely Ram Nath Dey, Babla Kurmi, Ratan Das, 

Bhaba Karmakar, Joy Ram Kujur,   and Sabilal Mahanta.  

5.          On appearance of the accused persons namely Ram Nath 

Dey, Babla Kurmi, Ratan Das, Bhaba Karmakar, Joy Ram Kujur,   and 

Sabilal Mahanta, the copy was furnished to them and the case was 

committed to the court of Sessions as per Sections 209 Cr.P.C, by Smti 

P. Shyam,  Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Tezpur  and thereafter this 

case was transferred to this Court for trial.  

6.                   After going through the materials on record, including the 

report U/s 173 Cr.P.C and after hearing both sides, charge                          

U/s. 143/448/365/302 of IPC was framed against the accused persons. 

The contents of the charge was read over and explained to the accused 

persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

7.                   During trial, prosecution has examined 11 (eleven) 

witnesses in the form of : 

         PW1 Sri Samnath Gore 

 PW2 Sri Ramnath Gore 

 PW3 Smt Pratima Gore 

 PW4 Sri Babu Tosha 

 PW5 Sri Pandu Bauri 

 PW6 Sri Dulal Bhowel 

 PW7 Sri Dilip Ray 
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 PW8 Dr. Anil Kumar Dutta  

 PW9 Sri Mantus Mandal 

 PW10 Sri Bhola Ram Bora 

 PW11 Sri Dulal Mahanta 

 

 Prosecution side also examined some documents in the form of Ext.1 

to Ext.6. Prosecution  evidence was closed.  Statement of the accused                     

persons recorded U/s 313 Cr.P.C. The accused persons denied the 

allegations in toto and declined to adduce evidence in their defence.  

 

8. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

(1) Whether the accused persons, on 20-9-2006 at about 9 a.m., at 

Factory Line of Hugrajuli Tea Estate under Dhekiajuli PS, were a 

member of an unlawful assembly, had forcibly taken Tribin Gore 

and thereby committed an offence punishable U/s.143 of IPC.  

(2) Whether the accused persons on the same date, time and place,  

were member of an unlawful assembly, had criminally trespassed 

into the house of the informant and kidnapped Tribin Gore and 

wrongfully confined him, and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 365  IPC within the cognizance of this 

Court. 

(3)  Whether the accused persons on the same date, time and place, 

were   member of an unlawful assembly, severely assaulted Tribin 

Gore by intentionally causing death of Tribin Gore  and as a result 

he died on 30-6-2006 and thereby committed an offence punishable 

under section 302  IPC within the cognizance of this Court. 

 

             DISCUSSION, DECISION  AND REASONS THEREOF:- 

 

9.                Let me discuss the relevant portion of the evidence on 

record to decide the point No.8(1), 8(2) and 8(3).    

10.                 PW1 Sri Samnath Gore in his evidence stated that seven 

years back,  at about 10 a.m. when he came home, he came to know 

that the accused persons had taken his nephew Tribin Gore in a motor 

cycle at about 7:30 a.m. Ratan Das, Bhua Karmakar, Babla Kurmi had 
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kidnapped his nephew Tribin. After that he went for his work and at 

that time the accused persons returned his nephew in his house.  He 

came to know that Tribin was assaulted and caused injury badly by the 

accused persons and thereafter he was returned back to his house. 

They took Tribin to hospital where he was given some medicines and 

returned back. Again when Tribin developed seriousness, he was again 

taken to hospital where he died during the night. He lodged the ejahar 

on that day before Rakshasmari OP. Police came and performed 

inquest over the dead body. He has proved the FIR as Ext.1 wherein 

Ext.1(1) is his signature.  

11.     In his cross examination he has stated that he did not 

see the incident of assault. He has also not seen the incident of 

kidnapping or assault or returning his nephew by the accused persons. 

He did not take his nephew to hospital. He further stated that when he 

first heard about the incident, he did not inform police. He reported 

police after the death of his nephew. His nephew Tribin committed 

theft of a cow.  

12.     PW2 Sri Ramnath Gore in his evidence stated that the 

occurrence took place about seven years back in the morning. He came 

to Tezpur Civil Hospital to see one patient of his village. At about             

4:30 p.m. he came to know from his daughter Pratima that the accused 

persons had kidnapped his son and he was in the hospital. He also 

came to know that the accused persons after assaulting his son had 

returned him back. He immediately did not go to see his son as he 

heard that he was not very serious but later on he went and saw that 

his son was unconscious. In the next morning at about 7 a.m. his son 

expired in the hospital.  

13.     In his cross examination he has stated that he was 

hospitalized after the incident for about six days. There was a case on 

his son for theft of cow. He has neither seen kidnapping or assaulting 

or returning his son from hospital.  He denied the defence suggestion 

that the accused persons did not kidnap his son.   

14.     PW3 Smti Pratima Gore in her evidence stated that the 

occurrence took place on 29-6-06 at about 9 a.m. The accused persons 

namely Ratan Das, Chahilal, Ramnath Babla and others present in the 
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court came and took her brother. They took her brother  on a bike and 

assaulted him by beating and returned him to the house at about           

3 p.m. He was almost dead at that time. Then Pandu Bauri took him to 

the garden hospital for treatment. Then he was brought home and also 

taken to Kanaklata Civil Hospital. Then her brother died. When she 

asked her dada (deceased), he told the name of all the accused 

persons who had beaten him with fire-wood and accused Babla had 

beaten him more badly. He was completely injured on the body.  

15.     In his cross examination he has stated that she did not 

see the act of assault. There was a case of theft of cow against my 

brother Tribin. There was swelling on the face and mouth, red and 

swelling. Her brother told her that the accused persons had assaulted 

him. She denied the defence suggestion that her brother did not die as 

a result of assault by the accused persons. 

16.     PW4 Sri Babu Tosha in his evidence stated that about 

eight years back at about 9/10 a.m. when he was going to Hugrajuli 

Railway Station on his bicycle he saw Tribin Gore standing in front of 

his gate. On being asked he told that he was beaten by somebody 

alleging theft of cow. At that time a shop keeper came and he asked 

the shop keeper to take Tribin to hospital. Then Pandu Bauri took 

Tribin to hospital. On the next day at about 10/11 a.m. he heard crying 

of Tribin Gore and immediately went there and saw Tribin Gore lying 

dead. Police came and held inquest over the dead body. Police took his 

signature on the inquest. He has proved the inquest as Ext.1 wherein 

Ext.1(2) is his signature.  

17.     In his cross examination he has stated that Tribin Gore 

told him that he was beaten alleging commission of theft of cow. He 

further stated that he did not see the occurrence. There was 

occurrence of theft of cow in the nearby village. He does not know the 

contents of the Ext.1.  

18.    PW5 Sri Pandu Bauri in his evidence stated that about 

7/8 years ago he heard that Tribin Gore had committed theft of cow. At 

about 10 a.m. when he came home for taking meal, he heard hulla in 

the house of Tribin Gore and then he went to the house of Tribin Gore 

where Babu Tosha told him that Tribin Gore was beaten and asked him 
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to take Tribin to hospital. Then he took Tribin Gore to the garden 

hospital. The doctor of the hospital told him to take back Tribin Gore as 

he had no abnormality. Then he took Tribin back to his house. On the 

next day Tribin Gore died. This witness was declared hostile by the 

prosecution.  

19.     PW6 Dulal Bhowel in his evidence stated that the 

occurrence took place about 7/8 years back at about 11 a.m.  When he 

was in the shop of his brother at Hugrajuli Centre, he heard hulla at a 

distance of about 150/200 meter from the shop. He had seen about 

200/300 people  gathering in front of a shop of one Nepali person. 

Then he came back to his shop to attend customer. After few days he 

heard that Tribin Gore was taken to hospital. Later on, he also heard 

that Tribin Gore died. This witness was declared hostile by the 

prosecution.  

20.     PW7 Sri Dilip Ray in his evidence stated that about eight 

years back when he was in his shop at Hugrajuli, he saw gathering of 

people at Hugrajuli Centre but he did not go to the place of occurrence. 

This witness was declared hostile by the prosecution.  

21.     PW8 Dr. Anil Kumar Dutta in his evidence stated that on 

30-6-2006 he conducted post mortem examination on the dead body of 

Tribin Gore vide Rakshasmari OP GDE No.402 dated 30-6-06 identified 

by UBC 290 Lakhi Bora and on examination found the followings : 

      An average built male body with rigor mortis. Right eye 

closed, left eye semi closed.  

  Bruises over the fore head. Multiple bruises are noted 

over the left chest wall. Haematoma over the right parietal region with 

underlying fracture of skull bone. Subdural haematoma beneath 

fracture site.    

  All the injuries were antimortem in nature.  

  He opined that death was due to head injury which were 

antomortem. He has proved the post mortem report as Ext.2 wherein 

Ext.2(1) is his signature.  

22.     The death occurred above 20 hours ago from the time of 

examination. Such injuries can be caused by fall on hard substance.  
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23.    PW9 Sri Mantus Mandal in his evidence stated that about 

seven years back he heard about commission of theft of cow by Tribin 

Gore and then the people assaulted him. The marpit took place about 

150 metre away from his shop. He went to the place of occurrence and 

saw gathering of people. Then he came back to his shop. This witness 

was declared hostile by the prosecution.  

24.    PW 10 Sri Bholaram Borah in his evidence stated that on 

9-10-09 he received the case diary from the O/C, Dhekiajuli PS. From 

the case diary he found that accused Sabilal was yet to be arrested. He 

searched for him but could not find him. Then, after going through the 

case diary and under instruction from Circle Inspector, he concluded 

investigation and submitted charge sheet against the accused persons 

U/s.143/448/365/302 of IPC.  He has proved the charge sheet as Ext.3 

wherein Ext.3(1) is his signature.  

25.     PW11 Sri Dulal Mahanta in his evidence has narrated 

various stages of investigation conducted by him. He has proved the 

inquest, FIR, dead body challan, sketch map as Ext.1, Ext.4, Ext.5 and 

Ext.6 respectively wherein Ext.1(3), Ext.4(1), Ext.5(1)  and Ext.6 (2) 

are his signatures. He has further stated that  at the place of 

occurrence the local people had handed over one person namely Ram 

Prashad alleging that he was involved in this case and accordingly he 

apprehended the said person. During investigation he came to know 

that one another person namely Pintu Sarkar  was also assaulted along 

with Tribin Gore and he brought said Pintu Sarkar for medical 

treatment.  

26.     In his cross examination he has stated that he has 

mentioned in the inquest that there was black spot on the back of the 

dead body from the wire of the stretcher. He has also mentioned in the 

inquest report that after putting off the clothes of the dead body he did 

not find any other external injuries except the injuries mentioned in the 

inquest.    

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISISON 

27.                   Appreciating the materials on record I have found that 

PW8 Dr. Anil Kumar Dutta is the Medical Officer who has conducted 
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post mortem examination on the dead body of deceased Tribin Gore 

and has proved the post mortem report as Ext.2. PW10 Sri Bholaram 

Borah and PW11 Sri Dulal Mahanta are the investigating officers who 

have narrated various stages of investigation conducted by them. PW5 

Sri Pandu Bauri, PW6 Sri Dulal Bhowel, PW7 Sri Dilip Roy and PW9 Sri 

Mantus Mandal  turned hostile and have not supported the prosecution 

story. The other witnesses i.e. PW1 Sri Samnath Gore, the informant, 

PW2 Sri Ramnath Gore, PW3 Smti Pratima Gore and PW4 Sri Babu 

Tosha have not seen the occurrence.           

28.                  In view of the above oral and documentary evidence on 

record I have come to the conclusion that prosecution has failed to 

prove the charge U/s. 143/448/365/302 of IPC against all the  accused 

persons beyond all reasonable doubt.  

O  R  D  E  R 

29.                 In result, accused person namely Ram Nath Dey, Babla 

Kurmi, Ratan Das, Bhaba Karmakar, Joy Ram Kujur and Sabilal 

Mahanta, are acquitted from the charge U/s. 143/448/365/302 of  IPC 

and set him at liberty forthwith.   

30.                Bail bond stands cancelled. The bailor is discharged from his 

liability.  

31.               G.R. Case No. 941 of 2006  be sent back to the Court of Ld. 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur along with a copy of this 

order.  

32.               Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this 23rd 

November, 2017.  

 

(D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge,  

           Sonitpur,Tezpur 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

         ( D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 
 

Prosecution witnesses: 
 
          PW1 Sri Samnath Gore 

 PW2 Sri Ramnath Gore 

 PW3 Smt Pratima Gore 

 PW4 Sri Babu Tosha 

 PW5 Sri Pandu Bauri 

 PW6 Sri Dulal Bhowel 

 PW7 Sri Dilip Ray 

 PW8 Dr. Anil Kumar Dutta  

 PW9 Sri Mantus Mandal 

 PW10 Sri Bhola Ram Bora 

 PW11 Sri Dulal Mahanta 

 

Prosecution Exhibits : 

 

         Exhibit-1 .. Inquest report.  

         Exhibit-2 .. Post mortem report.  

         Exhibit-3 .. Charge sheet.  

         Exhibit-4 .. FIR.  

 Exhibit-5.. Dead body challan.  

 Exhibit-6.. Sketch map.  

 

Defence Witnesses:  

Nil  

Defence Exhibits:  

Nil 

 
         

      ( D. Ullah)  
Addl. Sessions Judge,  
    Sonitpur, Tezpur.  
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